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Background 
HELCOM Secretariat is in the process of producing vessel traffic maps based on AIS material from HELCOM 

AIS network 2005-2015 for the purposes of the HELCOM Maritime Assessment 2016 and the EU funded Baltic 

SCOPE project on MSP. First drafts of maps on traffic of fisheries vessels in 2013 as identified using the 

“fishing” category in the type of vessel field of AIS Message 5 have also been generated. Maps for 2005-2013 

will be generated during winter 2015/16. 

VMS fishing maps for 2013 have been recently produced as a result of ICES advice to HELCOM (c.f. document 

6-1). 

The Secretariat has compared the fleets in the VMS (EU open dataset FRONT) and AIS (number of distinct 

objects) as attached. 

Action required 
The Meeting is invited to: 

― take note of the possibility to generate detailed information on some fisheries vessels carrying an AIS 

transponder 

― provide information on studies comparing AIS and VMS for fisheries mapping, carried out nationally 

or elsewhere, 

― discuss possible ways to use AIS information for fisheries data products 

― consider the possibility to include national lists of VMS and other fishing vessels to future HELCOM/ 

ICES data calls  
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Comparison of AIS and VMS as source of fisheries vessel activity data 
HELCOM Secretariat is in the process of producing vessel traffic maps based on AIS material from HELCOM 

AIS network 2005-2015 for the purposes of the HELCOM Maritime Assessment and the EU funded Baltic 

SCOPE project on MSP. First drafts of maps on traffic of fisheries vessels 2013 as identified using the 

“fishing” category in the type of vessel field of AIS Message 5 have also been generated as presented 

below. 
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VMS fishing maps for 2009-2013 have been recently produced as a result of ICES advice to HELCOM (c.f. 

document 6-1), as below. 

 

AIS maps produced by the HELCOM Secretariat do not represent fishing activities but rather the 

movements of fishing vessels with their AIS equipment turned on (hence the movements to and from ports, 

or through shipping lanes, are the most represented elements in the map). 

While vessels equipped with AIS are also equipped with VMS transponders, the contrary is not true. The 

overlap between the AIS and VMS vessels is not uniform. Below estimates of the overlap are expressed as 

proportion of VMS fleet of the CFP country register which is covered under AIS data: 

- Finnish fishing fleet using AIS covers roughly 43% of the VMS fleet 

- Estonian fishing fleet using AIS covers roughly 51% of the VMS fleet 

- Latvian fishing fleet using AIS covers roughly 65% of the VMS fleet 

- Lithuanian fishing fleet using AIS covers roughly 37% of the VMS fleet 

- Danish fishing fleet using AIS covers roughly 22% of the VMS fleet 

- Polish fishing fleet using AIS covers roughly 39% of the VMS fleet 

- German fishing fleet using AIS covers roughly 39% of the VMS fleet 

- Swedish fishing fleet using AIS covers roughly 36% of the VMS fleet 

The vessel list generated by AIS and used for above calculations covers all vessels using at least one time 

(one signal is sent) AIS in the Baltic proper. 

The VMS vessel list used in above estimations covers all vessels in the EU register of vessels, FRONT, which 

should be updated every 3 months by direct input from Member States (data quality not checked by EU 

Commission). 
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Russian vessels are represented in AIS maps but not at all in VMS maps, as Russian VMS data was not 

submitted under the last joint ICES/HELCOM data call. Russian vessels are not in the EU fleet register either, 

so it is not possible to estimate the overlap between AIS and VMS. 


